Introduction

63
Organisms' judgments about their environment do not only depend on the current sensory input, but 64 are systematically biased by the history of preceding choices and stimuli (Fründ et al., 2014) . Several 65 studies have found that observers repeat (or alternate) their perceptual choices more often than 66 expected by chance (Fernberger, 1920 easiest trials (averaged across the three levels with highest motion coherence)). 22 participants 120 remained for the data analysis. All observers gave their written informed consent. 121
122
Experimental design 123
Experiment 1 124
The following description summarizes the aspects of the experimental design that were most important 125 to current paper; a comprehensive description can be found in our previous paper (Tsetsos et al., 126 2015) . Random dot kinematograms ( Figure 1A durations (150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, and 4800 ms) were chosen randomly, under the constraint that 136 they occurred equally often within a block of 144 trials. Stimuli were presented on a 22-inch CRT 137 monitor with a resolution of 800 x 600 pixel and a frame rate of 100 Hz at a viewing distance of 68 cm. 138
The participants were instructed to maintain their gaze on the red cross throughout the trial and judge 139 the net motion direction. The motion viewing interval was followed by a variable delay (uniform 140 distribution ranging from 200 to 400 ms), after which the observers had to report their choice by 141 pressing one of two buttons on a computer keyboard, with either the left or the right index finger. 142
Participants received auditory feedback after incorrect responses (a 1000 Hz tone of 100 ms). 143
Perceptual choices ('up' vs. 'down' motion direction) were decoupled from motor responses (left vs. 144 right button press) by varying their mapping from trial to trial. This mapping was instructed before 145 motion viewing in one condition ('Pre' condition) and after motion viewing in the other ('Post'), by 146 means of a visual cue that mapped each of the two possible net motion directions (presented as 147 arrows) onto the left or right side. This mapping was randomly selected on each trial. Conditionsalternated across blocks. Observer 1-5 participated in both conditions. Participant 6 participated only 149 in the Post condition. We pooled the data from participants 1-5 across both conditions. 150 151 
Experiment 2 178
To test for the adaptability of sequential choice biases, we manipulated the sequential stimulus 179 statistics between experimental sessions, to make people perform the task in 'Repetitive', 'Neutral' (no 180 sequential dependence), or 'Alternating' environments. Stimuli, task, and procedure for Experiment 2 181 were identical to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions ( Figure 1B) . The circle within which the 182 dots were moving had an outer radius of 12° and an inner radius of 2°. The density of dots was 1.7 183 dots/deg 2 and each dot had a diameter of 0.2°. The dots moved with a velocity of 11.5°/s and each dot 184 had a lifetime of 6 frames. We used the following coherence levels: 0, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60% (equally 185 many trials per coherence level). A red bulls-eye fixation target (Thaler et al., 2013) Critically, the transition probabilities (over trials) between the two alternative motion directions (i.e. 203 up vs. down) were manipulated across experimental sessions ( Figure 1B, right) . Specifically, the 204 probability of a repetition of motion directions (regardless of their identity) was defined as 205 
Standard psychometric function fit 238
The probability of making one of the two choices ! = 1 ( ! = 1 for 'choice up', ! = −1 for 'choice 239 down') on trial t, given the signed stimulus intensity ! (i.e., motion coherence times direction) was 240 described by: 241
and were the lapse rates for the choices ! = 1 and ! = −1, and = ! !!! !! was the logistic 243 function. The bias term , the offset of the psychometric function, described the overall bias for one 244 specific choice.
was the slope of the stimulus-dependent part of the psychometric function, 245 describing perceptual sensitivity. 246
For visualizing the effect of previous on current choice ( Figure 1D ), we separated the data from 247 the Neutral condition into two groups, conditioned on the choice from the previous trial, and fitted the 248 psychometric function, i.e. the probability of upward choices, separately for each of the two conditions. 249
Results from two example observers are shown in Figure 1D 
The history bias
consisted of the sum of the preceding seven responses !!! to 259 !!! and the preceding seven stimulus identities (i.e., motion directions) !!! to !!! , each multiplied 260 with a weighting factor ! . The vector ! was written as: 261
All terms in ! were coded as -1 or 1, with the exception of terms coding for stimuli with zero 263 coherence, which were set to zero. The weighting factors ! thus modeled the influence of each of theseven preceding responses and stimulus identities on the current choice. All weights were estimated 265 with the same procedure as described previously ( 
Psychometric function fit with history contributions for stimulus, choice, and motor response 277
In Experiment 1, perceptual choices and motor responses were decoupled through a mapping that 278 varied from trial to trial. Thus, we could independently estimate the relative contribution of previous 279 choices and motor responses to the current choice bias. We added the last seven choices 280
, each one multiplied with a separate set of history weights ′ ! , to the 281 history bias term !"#$ , . 282
We performed this analysis in two stages. First, we fitted the psychometric functions separately for 284 each of the six different motion-viewing durations (on the current trial) and compared the resulting 285 weights within each observer. The viewing duration had only negligible impact on the history weights 286 (data not shown), indicating that the history contributions were invariant across viewing durations. 287
Second, we fitted the psychometric functions to the data from all trials irrespective of viewing duration. 288
Group level statistical tests were computed across the six observers, based on the mean weights 289 irrespective of viewing durations. The corresponding weights are presented in Results. 290
291
Psychometric function fit with modulation of sequential bias by reaction time 292
In order to investigate the impact of decision confidence on sequential bias, we added a modulation by 293 reaction time (Urai et al., 2017) . Specifically, we extended the model from equation 3 by a term 294 describing the interaction between previous choices and stimuli with previous reaction times 295
and a nuisance covariate
eq. 6 297 
Statistical analysis 304
We used t-tests and permutation tests (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986 ) for all statistical comparisons 305 reported in this paper. In particular, we used the following procedure to test the statistical significance 306 of the history weights as function of previous trials (lags). First, a simple t-test was used to determine if 307 the weights at each lag were significantly different from zero and a paired t-test was used to determine 308 if choice and response weights (Experiment 1), or weights for the two biased conditions (Experiment 309 2), respectively, were significantly different. Second, false discovery rate correction (Benjamini and 310 Hochberg, 1995) was applied to correct for multiple comparisons across the 7 lags. 311
The following comparisons were performed using a paired permutation test (N = 10.000 
Results
323
We here use the term 'sequential choice bias' to describe the tendency to repeat, or alternate, 324 previous choices more often than expected by chance. Figure 1C and D illustrate this for example 325 observers from Experiment 2. Figure 1C shows, for one observer, a 'streak' of eight repeats of the 326 same choice, followed by five repeats of the alternative. These streaks occur in the face of trial-to-trial 327 variations of the direction and strength of the random dot motion stimuli. Figure 1D 
Disentangling the impact of previous stimuli, choices, and motor responses 345
In order to quantitatively compare the relative contribution of previous choices or motor responses on 346 current choice, we reanalyzed data from a previously published study (Tsetsos et al., 2015) . In this 347 experiment (Experiment 1), observers performed a random dot motion task under trial-to-trial 348 variations in the mapping between choice and motor response. The direction of motion was chosen 349 randomly and independently on each trial, so that maximizing performance required basing choices 350 solely on the current stimulus and not on its history (i.e., previous stimuli, choices, or motorresponses). We used a logistic regression model (Materials and Methods) to quantify the contribution 352 of those three history effects, as well as of the current sensory evidence, on the current choices. The analyses presented here collapsed across two different conditions, in which observers were 370 instructed about the required mapping between choice and response either before or after the 371 presentation of the sensory evidence. We also analyzed the data from the two conditions separately 372 and found no difference between them in the group analysis (data not shown). Thus, the 373 predominance of previous choices over motor responses did not depend on observers' knowledge 374 about the required mapping between choice and motor response during decision formation. 375
In sum, previous choices had robust and distinct (in terms of sign and time course) effects on 376 current choice, while motor responses had only a minor impact. This indicates that the commonly 377 observed choice repetition biases are specifically due to previous choices and not the motor 378 responses used to the report them, which has implications for their neural sources (see Discussion). 379
We next investigated the adaptability of sequential choice biases under fixed mapping. 380 381
Confidence-dependent adaptation of sequential choice biases to the environment 382
In laboratory tasks used to study perceptual choice, it is common to generate random sequences of 383 the two alternative stimulus categories. But the states of natural environments, and hence the sensory 384 signals generated by them, often exhibit correlations across time, so that it might be beneficial for 385 decision-makes to adapt their sequential choice biases to that correlation structure (Yu and Cohen, 386 2009). In Experiment 2, we tested for such adaptation, by systematically manipulating the repetition 387 probabilities between the two possible motion directions across three conditions blocked by 388 experimental session: Repetitive, Alternating, and Neutral (two sessions per condition; see Materials 389 and Methods). Importantly, observers received no external trial-by-trial feedback about the correctness 390 of their choices, which enabled us to also study the impact of decision confidence on the adaptation of 391 their sequential biases to changing environmental statistics. 392
Also in this experiment, participants exhibited 'intrinsic' sequential patterns in their choice 393 behavior (i.e., in the absence of biased stimulus sequences) during the Neutral condition ( Figure 3A) . 394
Choice and stimulus weights exhibited a similar temporal profile as the weights observed in previous 395 experiments using standard choice tasks without manipulation of stimulus sequences (e.g., compare
with Figure 2B and Urai et al. 2017 Figure 5C ). Choice weights were significantly positive for lag 2 and 397 3. As in the previous experiment, there was a statistically significant negative impact of previous 398 stimuli on current choice across lags 3-7, indicating long-lasting repulsion of choices from the previous 399 stimulus across a time range of about 30 s. 400
401
Adaptation of sequential choice biases to environmental statistics 402
The manipulation of the sequential statistics of the environment had clear effects on observers' 403 sequential biases (Figure 3B-E) . We mapped the individual data into a 'strategy space', defined by 404 previous stimulus weights on the y-axis and previous choice weights on the x-axis ( Figure 3B) . 
441
The changes of history biases between conditions were not simply 'inherited from' the 443 correlations evident in the stimulus sequences. We simulated the performance of synthetic observers, 444 which were constructed individually for each participant, such as to yield the same perceptual 445 sensitivity as that participant (within each of the three conditions), but without any memory for the 446 preceding stimulus and choice sequence. As expected, the choice and stimulus weights obtained for 447 these models varied slightly between models and lags (due to statistical fluctuations for finite amounts 448 of data), but consistently approached zero for increasing numbers of simulated choices (data not 449 shown). Thus, the deviations from zero of the experimentally measured weights reflected an active 450 adjustment in observers' sequential biases to the statistics of the environment. 451
452
Bias adaptation tracks environmental statistics and predicts performance 453
The statistical structure of both biased conditions implied characteristic, and distinct, time courses of 454 the probability of stimulus repetition as a function of lag ( Figure 3C ). The repetition probability was 455 most different from 0.5 for lag 1 and approached 0.5 for larger lags in both conditions. But the 456
Repetitive condition exhibited a monotonic decay towards 0.5, whereas the Alternating condition 457 exhibited a damped oscillation around 0.5 ( Figure 3C) . In what follows, we refer to these two time 458 courses characterizing the statistical structure of the environment as 'history templates'. 459
Adaptation to the structure of environment predicted that participants' history weights as a 460 function of lag should exhibit similar profiles. We refer to the latter time courses as 'history kernels'. 461 Indeed, the history kernels for previous choices and stimuli showed similarly decaying profiles (Figure  462 3D, E). The adaptation effect was pronounced, and statistically significant, for the stimulus kernels for 463 lag 1 and tracked the shape of the history templates beyond that lag ( Figure 3E ). We quantified the 464 similarity between the entire history templates and participants' stimulus kernels by means of temporal 465 correlation ( Figure 3F ). For the Alternating condition, the correlations should be regarded as lower 466 bound of the true similarity between history kernels and history template because the estimation of the 467 former through three independent basis functions precluded sign reversals from lag 4 onwards (see 468
Materials and Methods). The stimulus kernels of both conditions, Repetitive and Alternating, were 469 significantly correlated with their corresponding history template (kernel for Repetitive to template for 470
Repetitive: p = 5*10 -4 ; kernel for Alternating to template for Alternating: p < 10 -4 ). Furthermore stimulus 471 kernels of both conditions were more similar to their corresponding history template (i.e., kernel for 472
Repetitive to template for Repetitive) than to the non-corresponding history template (Repetitive: p < 473 10 -4 ; Alternating: p < 10 -4 ; permutation tests; Figure 3F Figure 5A . We here used two proxies for decision confidence that were consistent with 522 this model: accuracy ( Figure 5B ) and reaction time ( Figure 5D ). 523 524 
534
The model shows that correct choices are overall associated with higher confidence ( Figure 5A , 535 top). To assess the effects of the correctness of previous choices on current bias, we recombined the 536 response and stimulus weights for the previous trials into weights for correct and incorrect choices 537 (Materials and Methods). As expected, the impact of previous choices on current bias was larger when 538 these choices were correct ( Figure 5B ). In both biased conditions, participants' weights for previous 539 correct choices deviated from zero at lag 1 and then decayed for further lags ( Figure 5B, left) , an effect 540 not evident for previous incorrect choices ( Figure 5B, right) . At lag 1, the weights were significantly 541 larger for correct than incorrect previous choices in the Repetitive condition, and the other way aroundfor the Alternating condition ( Figure 5C ). This pattern of results was consistent with the idea that the 543 accumulation of evidence across choices was boosted by decision confidence. 544
In the present data, the scaling of reaction times with the absolute strength of sensory evidence 545 (i.e., motion coherence) for correct and incorrect choices also replicated a characteristic signature of 546 decision uncertainty (i.e., the complement of confidence) from previous studies (Sanders et To assess the modulatory effect of reaction times on sequential choice bias, we built on an 555 extension of our statistical model by multiplicative (interaction) terms, which quantified the degree to 556 which the impact of previous choices on current bias was modulated by previous reaction times (see 557
Psychometric function fit with modulation of sequential bias by reaction time in Materials and Methods 558 for details). Longer reaction times (i.e. lower decision confidence) reduced the impact of the previous 559 choices on the current bias ( Figure 5E ). Specifically, the interaction weights in the Repetitive condition 560
were significantly negative at lag 1 and 2, indicating a confidence-linked reduction of the choice 561 repetition bias in that condition ( Figure 5E, left) . Conversely, in the Alternating condition the interaction 562 weight for the previous choice was positive, indicating a (albeit not significant) reduction of the choice 563 alternation bias ( Figure 5E, left) . 564
This modulatory effect of reaction time on the impact of previous choices on current bias was also 565 evident when assessed for previous correct choices in isolation: here the previous interaction weight 566 was statistically significant ( Figure 5E, right) , for the Alternating condition and significantly larger than 567 the corresponding interaction weight from the Repetitive condition. As expected for a negative 568 modulatory effect of previous decision uncertainty on current choice bias, most weights of the 569 interaction terms (RT x correct) had opposite sign to those of the weights for the corresponding (i.e. 570 correct) previous choices (compare Figure 5E , right and 5B, left). At lag 1, the interaction weights wereconsistently (and statistically significantly) smaller than the main effect weights for (correct) choices in 572 the Repetitive condition, and the other way around in the Alternating condition ( Figure 5F ). Thus, even 573 for correct choices only, the varying uncertainty (indexed by reaction time) associated with these 574 choices counteracted their impact on current choice. 575
Taken together, two independent proxies of decision confidence, choice accuracy and reaction 576 time, both supported the conclusion that decision confidence modulated (boosted) the adaption of 577 sequential choice bias to the statistical structure of the environment. 578 579
Discussion
580
Sequential biases are a long-known, pervasive phenomenon in perceptual choice (Fernberger, 1920; 581 Fründ et al., 2014), which likely reflect the interplay of multiple factors. Here, we systematically 582 quantified the contributions of a number of important candidate factors: preceding choices versus 583 motor responses, the sequential statistics of the sensory evidence, and decision confidence in the 584 absence of external feedback. We showed that the contribution of previous choices to sequential 585 biases dominated over the contribution of previous motor responses. We further found that, in the 586 absence of explicit feedback about choice outcome, observers could still adapt their sequential choice 587 biases to biased (repetitive or alternating) sequences of sensory evidence. The strength of this 588 adaptation was modulated by observers' confidence about their previous choices (with stronger 589 adaptation after more certain choices), as indicated by previous choice accuracy and reaction time. 590
Finally, we established that the adaptation of sequential bias was beneficial, improving the observer's 591 overall performance. Our report provides a comprehensive characterization of these various different 592 history contributions, within a common statistical modeling framework. Further, our current approach 593 also identified novel effects, in particular the confidence dependent adaptation of sequential choice 594
biases. This yielded a number of new insights into the computations underlying sequential biases in 595 perceptual choice, with direct implications for their neural bases. 596 597
Multiple factors contributing to history biases in perceptual choice 598
Our analyses revealed that the contributions of previous stimuli, perceptual choices, and motor 599 responses were dissociable in terms of their strength, sign, and time course (as function of previous 600 trials). For two experiments, we found that previous stimuli exerted weak, but consistently repulsive
Conclusion 689
We conclude that, in the absence of certainty about stimulus identities and choice outcome, the brain 690 accumulates confidence-dependent (and likely action-independent) decision variables towards choice 691 biases in a way that promotes adaptation to correlated environments. Our findings also put strong 692 constraints on the candidate neural sources of sequential choice biases, setting the stage for future 693 neurophysiological work into the underlying mechanisms. 694 695
